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Part B, for investment income, also accept if candidate mentioned that investment income will also be 
protected.   Without the treaty, the company might be forced to sale or liquidate some investment to 
cover loss.  With treaty, we can afford to not sell or sell only a little of the investment assets to cover our 
limited loss. 
 
Part B, for investment income, also accept if candidate mentioned that investment income depends on 
timing of event but will be ultimately higher 
 
Actual candidate answer for full marks: 
Part A 

i. Surplus decrease due to cost of treaty 
ii. No change 
iii. Investment income decreases due to cost of treaty (less money to invest) 

 
Part B 

i. Surplus will be higher if treaty is purchased since there is less impact from the catastrophe 
ii. Net loss reserve will be lower if treaty is purchased since part of the cat loss is ceded to 

reinsurer 
iii. Investment income is lower due to cost of treaty (less money to invest) 

 
 
Examiner’s report: 
This question covers basic reinsurance accounting concepts.  It is also a simpler version of an example 
listed in the actual reading.  Students, in general, scored high in this question. 
 

Question 33 
Answer key: 
1. set up sound and comprehensive earthquake exposure risk management policy that is subject to 
oversight by the Board of Directors and is implemented by senior manager      
2. earthquake exposure data needs to be appropriately captured and regularly tested for consistency, 
accuracy, and completeness  
3. Earthquake models should be used with a sound knowledge of their underlying assumptions and 
methodologies, as well as with a high degree of caution that reflects the significant uncertainty in such 
estimates 
4. PML estimates should properly reflect the total expected ultimate cost to the insurer, including 
considerations for data quality, non-modelled exposures, model uncertainty, and exposures to multiple 
regions  
5. it needs to ensure that they have an adequate level of financial resources and appropriate 
contingency plans to successfully manage through a major earthquake.     
  
Many alternative answers are accepted as long as the candidate demonstrated that they understand 
there are five areas to be covered and that an explanation for each area is given.  For example, for the 
data element, we also accepted a candidate saying that data needs to be geocoded and system would 
need to be able to cope with this data. 
 
Actual candidate answer for full marks: 
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Earthquake risk management policy.  The insurer should identify its risk appetite and tolerance with 
respect to earthquake risk.  It should describe and define those policies.  Senior management will be 
responsible for overseeing the risk management policy 
 
Data quality.  Insurer should store data at the time of underwriting, invest in technology to improve data 
quality, remediate data sources that are inadequate and implement safe guards to prevent miscoding. 
 
Earthquake model.  It should understand modeling alternatives and how the selected model suits the 
portfolio, understand the limitations of the model used, ensure qualified staff run the model and that is 
continually updated. 
 
Identify PML.  Should estimate, and identify PML appropriately accounting for data quality, model 
uncertainty, and non-modelled losses 
 
Capital available and contingency plans.  Capital should be acquired from surplus, earthquake reserves, 
reinsurance arrangement, and complex financial instruments.  Contingency plans should ensure smooth 
operation and claim settlement after an event. 
 
Examiner’s report: 
Some candidates seemed to answer this question from the old OSFI Earthquake Guideline paper that 
was on last year’s exam.  In those cases, we gave partial marks. 
Otherwise, there were quite a number of candidates who were able to identify the five key areas and 
explain them. 
 

Question 34 
Answer key: 
a)  
1. has appropriate Canadian practical experience, which is defined as (1) Work in Canada for at least 
three of the last six years, (2) of which at least one year was performing valuation of Canadian actuarial 
liabilities of an insurance company;  
 
2. has experience with the CIA’s Standards of Practice and relevant insurance legislation and regulation; 
 
3. is up to date with respect to the CIA’s Continuing Professional Development requirement; 
 
4. (1) has not been the subject of an adverse finding by a CIA Disciplinary Tribunal. (2) Where there has 
been such a finding, the Superintendent may nevertheless conclude that the AA is a suitable person if 
the circumstances of the case and other information support such a conclusion. 
 
b) 
1) Grading Key: 1) The actuary, whose appointment has been revoked shall submit to the directors of 
the company and the Superintendent a written statement of the circumstances and 2) the reasons why, 
in the actuary’s opinion, the actuary’s appointment was revoked. 
 
2) The company has to notify the Superintendent in writing of the revocation.  
3) The actuary, who intends to consent to become the Appointed Actuary of the company, should 
request and receive from the company’s most recent AA the written statement described in b) above. A 




